Finding an optimal alignment connecting two end-points in a specified corridor is a complex problem that requires solving three interrelated sub-problems, namely the horizontal alignment, vertical alignment and earthwork optimization problems. In this research, we developed a novel bi-level optimization model combining those three problems. In the outer level of the model, we optimize the horizontal alignment and in the inner level of the model a vertical alignment optimization problem considering earthwork allocation is solved for a fixed horizontal alignment. Derivativefree optimization algorithms are used to solve the outer problem. The result of our model gives an optimal horizontal alignment in the form of a linear-circular curve and an optimal vertical alignment in the form of a quadratic spline. Our model is tested on real-life data. The numerical results show that our approach improves the road alignment designed by civil engineers by 27% on average, resulting in potentially millions of dollars of savings.
Introduction
Road design optimization is the problem of finding a curve that minimizes the construction cost while satisfying all of the desired design specifications. The problem is usually divided into three interrelated sub-problems [1] : horizontal alignment optimization, vertical alignment optimization, and earthwork optimization. In typical road design, first a horizontal alignment is proposed and then an associated vertical alignment is optimized considering the earthwork allocations and vertical alignment design constraints.
For a fixed horizontal alignment, the optimization of vertical alignment is a well studied problem [16, 9, 10, 6, 15] . Many of the past approaches have modeled the optimization of vertical alignment by way of mixed integer linear programming. This creates a complicated, but deterministic optimization problem that is generally solvable using modern MILP solvers (assuming reasonable road lengths and time allowances) [15] . This implies that given a proposed horizontal alignment, it is possible to evaluate the quality of that alignment in terms of the optimal cost vertical alignment. Which further suggests that it should be possible to have a computer evaluate and seek an optimal horizontal alignment (in terms of the minimal vertical alignment construction cost). In this paper, we demonstrate the practicality of this idea, and further demonstrate the value of this approach in terms of cost savings for the final road design.
To do this, we formulate the horizontal alignment optimization problem as a bi-level optimization problem. In the inner level, for a fixed horizontal, a vertical alignment optimization problem is solved using the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) from [14] (see Appendix A), which builds on [13, 14, 15, 16] and provides a global optimum. The outer level of the problem is solved using a derivative-free optimization algorithm, which gives a local optimum, with the starting alignment being the best one produced by a civil engineer.
The article is organized as follows: Subsection 1.1 overviews some of the past research in road design, Section 2 describes basic terminology, Section 3 explains the geometric specifications of a horizontal alignment, Section 4 describes our proposed horizontal alignment optimization models in detail, Section 5 describes the derivative-free optimization solvers we used, Section 6 reports the numerical results for the test problems, and Section 7 summarizes the contributions and highlights some future works.
Past Research in Road Design
As mentioned, road design is commonly divided into three interrelated subproblems: earthwork optimization, vertical alignment optimization, and horizontal alignment optimization. Each problem relies on the solution to the sub-problem proceeding it (i.e., vertical alignment optimization requires solving earthwork optimization, and horizontal alignment optimization requires solving vertical alignment optimization). As such, there is a clear hierarchy in terms of problem difficulty.
Earthwork optimization is perhaps the most established of the three subproblems. Many studies investigated earthwork allocation and vertical alignment optimization in road design. Hare et al. [16] and Lima et al. [10] developed two mixed integer linear programming models for earthwork operation in road construction. Unlike Burdett et al. [6] who developed a model for the earthwork allocation problem considering earthwork as discrete 3D blocks, in the present article we use a section-based model, noting that section-based models achieve similar precision as 3D block based model when section lengths are less than 30m [9] .
While vertical alignment optimization is more complicated, it also has a rich research literature. In 2009 Moreb [29] developed a linear programming model combining the vertical alignment and earthwork allocation optimization. In 2010, Koch and Lucet [26] advanced Moreb's model by removing unnecessary errors in slope constraints. More recently, Hare et al. [14] incorporated the vertical alignment in the earthwork allocation model, resulting in a mixed integer linear programming model that can be solved efficiently in practice.
While horizontal alignment optimization is the most complicated problem, it has nonetheless seen a number of approaches. Jong et al. [20, 21] developed a horizontal alignment optimization model which was solved by a genetic algorithm. However, the resulting horizontal alignment does not offer any guarantee of (local) optimality. In 2008, Easa et al. [11] developed an optimization model incorporating safety constraints, which were quantified as the expected collisions for an alignment. Although this model guarantees global optimality, the associated vertical alignment cost is not incorporated in the optimization process. In 2009, Lee et al. [28] presented a heuristic based method to optimize the horizontal alignment that works in two stages. In the first stage, the heuristic tries to approximate a piecewise linear alignment and then in the second stage, it refines the solution to make the previously generated piecewise linear alignment compatible with a real road alignment. The solution alignment of the model yields a practical alignment but since a heuristic algorithm was used to solve the model, optimality is not guaranteed [28] .
In the literature, a few studies also investigated the problem as a three dimensional alignment optimization problem in which the vertical and horizontal alignments are optimized simultaneously.
Tat and Tao [33] proposed a three-dimensional alignment optimization model, which they solved using a genetic algorithm. Their model considers all of the major constraints in road design. Akay [2] developed a model for three dimensional alignment optimization for forest roads and solved it using a simulated annealing algorithm. Aruga [3] used a tabu search method to optimize three dimensional alignments of forest roads.
A criteria-based decision support system for three dimensional alignment optimization was developed by Jha [17] considering the environmental costs. Jong et al. [22] presented an evolutionary model for optimizing the vertical and horizontal alignment simultaneously. The previous two models [17, 22] were improved in [18] by considering accessibility, proximity, and land-use changes, and further improved in [25] to consider incorporating bridge and tunnel costs.
Cheng and Lee [8] also proposed a heuristic-based model for three dimensional alignment optimization. The heuristic solves the models in three steps: first, it generates a good general horizontal alignment by adding, deleting, or moving the intersection points one by one, then it determines an improved horizontal alignment by adjusting the intersection points based on the previously generated horizontal alignment, and finally, it finds a better three dimensional alignment by tuning the vertical alignment corresponding to the previously obtained horizontal alignment.
Most similar to this work, Kang et al. [24] developed a bi-level optimization model for road alignment design. In the upper level a set of alternative good alignments is generated and in the lower level an alignment is selected from the alternative alignments obtained in the upper level. The model [24] was solved using a genetic algorithm. Recently, Kang et al. [23] also proposed a three dimensional alignment optimization model based on genetic algorithm and geographic information system (GIS).
All of the above mentioned three-dimensional alignment optimization models use heuristic-based algorithms which do not guarantee optimality (or even local optimality), and have no or very weak convergence guarantees.
Terminology
Horizontal alignment optimization consists of finding an optimal curve connecting two given end-points within a designated corridor. The ground profile data in a corridor is given at some discrete points, named data points, within the specified corridor.
There are two types of data points, namely, base data points and offset data points. Typically, the base data points are the points along the engineer's original horizontal alignment (however, this is not strictly necessary). The offset data points represent the horizontal displacement from the base data points. The base data points are selected a few units apart between the two end-points along the baseline. Each of the base data points has some associated offset data points in both the left and the right directions, see Figure 1 . A base data point together with the associated offset data points is defined as a station. The baseline of a corridor is a curve connecting the base data points (i.e., the dotted curve in Figure 1 ). In practice, a baseline is a primarily defined alignment by engineers. Base data points, offset data points, stations, and baselines are all fixed input data for a given horizontal alignment problem. Ultimately, the horizontal alignment problem is to determine the optimal curve (in terms of vertical alignment and earthwork cost) through those stations, subject to road design constraints.
Each data point within the corridor, either a base data point or an offset data point, has some associated ground profile data. Therefore, for the vertical road profile, we can move vertically up and down for each horizontal data point. The horizontal and the vertical displacements from the baseline make a discrete grid for each station, see Figure 2 . Our goal is to find, for each station, a horizontal offset that generates a horizontal alignment and a vertical alignment which is (locally) optimal. 
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Geometric representation
A horizontal alignment consists of a sequence of circular curves and tangential lines, which are defined by some intersection points and the radius of curvature associated with each intersection point. In Figure 3 , S and E are the start and end points of the alignment, respectively. The intersection points of the alignment are P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 . Each intersection point has a radius of curvature that defines the circular curve. The radius of curvature associated with the intersection points P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 are r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , see Figure 3 . Let i be the index of the intersection points and n be the number of intersection points. Since the intersection point P i has an associated radius of curvature r i , we define an intersection point with radius of curvature as (P i , r i ), where P i ∈ R 2 and r i ∈ R. Without loss of generality, we can say that the start and end points are two points in R 2 with zero radius of curvature and note them (P 0 , 0) and (P n−1 , 0). So we represent a horizontal alignment HA as the sequence
Figure 4: Geometric specifications of a circular curve.
To determine the actual horizontal alignment, we need to calculate the circular curves and tangential line segments from the given intersection points and the associated radius of curvatures. Let E i and F i be the left and right tangential point, respectively, see Figure 4 . Let C i be the center of curvature that corresponds to the intersection point P i .
Tangential point calculation
We define the following variables: θ i is the angle at P i using three consecutive intersection point P i−1 , P i , and P i+1 , Q i is the intersection point of the angle bisector of θ i and the line joining P i−1 and P i+1 ,
Since the angle bisector P i Q i bisects the angle θ i , we have
The lines P i P i−1 and P i P i+1 are the tangent to the circle at the tangential point E i and F i . Thus we have C i E i ⊥P i P i−1 and C i F i ⊥P i P i+1 . The triangle P i E i C i and P i F i C i are right-angle triangles. The segment
Letê Ui andê Vi be the two unit vector of U i and V i . The tangential point E i and F i is calculated as
3.2 Center point calculation
The angle bisector of an angle in a triangle divides the opposite side in the same ratio as the sides adjacent to the angle.
Let l b be the length of Q i P i−1 . The length of P i P i−1 , P i P i+1 and P i−1 P i+1 are U i , V i , and W i , respectively. The line P i Q i is the angle bisector of θ i in P i−1 P i P i+1 . Using Fact 3.1 we have
Letê Wi be the unit vector of W i . The point Q i can be calculated as
We note X i = Q i − P i . Let l x be the length of P i C i . We have
Letê Xi be the unit vector of X i . So the center point is obtained by
Model description
We formulate the horizontal alignment optimization problem as a bi-level optimization problem. The inner problem is the vertical alignment optimization problem, while the outer problem uses this information to seek an optimal horizontal alignment.
Variables and objective function
We can define a horizontal alignment in a specified corridor using a set of intersection points and the associated radius of curvatures, see Figure 5 . By varying the location of the intersection points in the associated feasible regions, a wide variety of horizontal alignments can be built. Note that in our model the feasible region of an intersection point is defined as a rectangular box. Since the intersection points of a horizontal alignment are in the xy-plane, we denote P i = (x i , y i ). We write the variable vector as
Note that the starting point P 0 and the ending point P n−1 are fixed and do not have any corresponding radius variables. Suppose we have n s stations indexed from 0 to n s − 1. At each station, we define a cross-section line which passes through the leftmost offset data point and the rightmost offset data point. Let U j and V j be the leftmost and rightmost offset data points of a station (see Figure 5 ). So the cross-section lines in a specified corridor are written as
Since a horizontal alignment is a linear-circular curve, we can calculate the point of intersections between the cross-section lines and a horizontal alignment.
A point of intersection can be represented as a parameter value of the crosssection line which is denoted as t j . If t j ∈ [0, 1] for all j, then a horizontal alignment is inside of the corridor. The values of t j can be mapped into the horizontal offsets. In our input data, horizontal offsets are discrete values, see Figure 2 . So we used linear interpolation to compute vertical ground profile data for any (continuous) offset values. The accuracy of this interpolation is clearly dependent on the distance between the offset data points. If higher accuracy is desired, then more offset data points should be included in the problem formulation. As computation time of this interpolation is independent of the number of offset data points, increasing the number of data points should only effect the data storage requirements, not solution time.
Once we have vertical ground profile data at each station for a horizontal alignment we can solve a vertical alignment optimization problem using the models developed in [14] . Since we will use the vertical alignment solution, denoted C VA , as a black-box that we seek to minimize, it is not necessary to understand how exactly C VA is computed for this paper. Nonetheless, in Appendix A, we provide a brief overview of the mixed-integer linear program used to compute C VA (for curious readers).
The final optimization problem can be written as
where C VA (X) is a function that gives the optimal vertical alignment cost for X. Note that when a horizontal alignment is outside of the corridor, we set the cost to infinity.
Constraints
A horizontal curve consists of tangential line segments followed by circular arcs. Two consecutive circular arcs are connected by a tangential line. In order for this tangent line to be well-defined, it is important that the circular arcs are small enough that they do not 'overlap'. In Figure 6 , we give an pictorial example of what goes wrong if the circular arcs are too large. Therefore, in order to maintain well-defined tangential line segments, on the line passing through the intersection points P i−1 and P i , the length of P i−1 P i must be greater than or equal to the summation of the length of P i−1 F i−1 and the length of P i E i . We can write these constraints as
We will refer to these as the continuity constraints.
If the radius of curvature is too small (or zero) then a horizontal alignment might get a sharp turn. So the optimal radius of curvature must be greater than or equal R min , the minimum radius of curvature. In other words,
In our model, each intersection point has a feasible region defined by a rectangular box, see Figure 5 . A given rectangular box is defined using the leftmost bottom corner point (l xi , l y i ) and the rightmost top corner point (u xi , u y i ). Thus the box constraints corresponding to intersection point P i are written as
Solution Approach
The objective function of problem (??) is an optimization problem in itself. Indeed, C VA is evaluated through a large scale mixed integer linear program (see Appendix A). As such, it is very hard to access the derivative information of the objective function (if it exists). As a result, optimizing the objective function cannot be accomplished by gradient based methods (such as BFGS) or structure based methods (such as the Simplex algorithm). Instead, it is necessary to apply some non-gradient based approach. We specifically turn our attention to two derivative-free optimization (DFO) solvers: NOMAD [5] (version 3.5, available at http://www.gerad.ca/nomad) and HOPSPACK [32] (version 2.0.2, available at http://www.sandia.gov/hopspack). In Subsections 5.1 and 5.2 we give very brief overviews on how each of these solvers work. For greater detail, we refer readers to [5] (for NOMAD) and [32] (for HOPSPACK).
NOMAD
NOMAD abbreviates "Nonlinear Optimization with MADS". The solver is an freely available and based on the "Mesh Adaptive Direct Search" (MADS) algorithm designed in [4] . MADS falls into the large class of pattern search methods, which essentially iterate the following.
Given an iterate x k , a search radius ∆ k > 0, and a 'pattern'
If no better point is found, then set ∆ k+1 = γ∆ k where 0 < γ < 1 and repeat.
Pattern search methods enjoy several strong feature. First, pattern searches only require function evaluations, not gradient evaluations, to optimize the objective function. Second, unlike more heuristic methods (like genetic algorithms) in many cases pattern searches can be mathematically proven to converge to a local minimizer. Third, pattern searches are naturally parallelized. The MADS algorithm follows specific mathematical rules on how to generate the pattern, and using these rules can guarantee convergence to a local minimizer [4] . While the rules are complex, they are nicely described (with examples) in [4] .
NOMAD is deterministic in nature, meaning that if the algorithm is run twice on the same problem, it will return the exact same outcome both times. As such, in our numerical tests, NOMAD is only run once per test problem.
The NOMAD solver allows for several different stopping criterion. For our numerical tests, we employ the 'minimum mesh size' stopping criterion, which (in the language above) stops the algorithm when the search radius (∆ k ) becomes too small.
HOPSPACK
HOPSPACK, the Hybrid Optimization Parallel Search PACKage, implements the Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search (APPS) algorithm in a C++ software framework [27, 12] . Similar to MADS, the APPS algorithm is a pattern search method. Although the APPS algorithm uses a different set of rules for pattern generation, it is also proven to converge to a local minimizer [27] . However, unlike MADS and APPS, the HOPSPACK algorithm includes some heuristic techniques to break free of local minimizers. These heuristics invalidate the original convergence proof of APPS, but have been found effective in practice.
(If the heuristic are only employed a finite number of times, then the convergence proof of APPS still holds, but it is unclear if this safe-guard is implemented in HOPSPACK.) The heuristics are also stochastic in nature, so HOPSPACK will not necessarily return the same optimized outcome if run a second time on the same problem. Therefore, in our numerical tests, we have run HOPSPACK five times for each test problem.
Similar to the MADS algorithm, HOPSPACK includes a stopping criterion based on a minimum allowable search radius (this time called 'minimum step size'). For consistency with NOMAD, in our numerical tests we use this stopping criterion.
Experimental results
We performed numerical experiments on five different roads listed in Table 1 . The road profile data correspond to real roads and were given by our industry partner Softree Technical System Inc.
All of the experiments were carried out in a Dell workstation with an Intel(R) Xenon(R) 2.40 GHz (2 cores) processor, 24 GB of RAM and a 64-bit Since we are interested in a solution close to a local minimum, for both solvers (NOMAD and HOPSPACK) we set the stopping criterions (i.e., minimum mesh size and minimum step length) to 0.1. As the input data of our model are given in meters, the final scaling of the variables of our model goes down below 10 cm, which means a local minimum should exist in less than 10 cm distance (see [5] and [32] ). In all tests, convergence to this level of local minimizer was confirmed by the algorithm.
We used the baseline alignment of a corridor as an initial starting point for both solvers. Recall, the NOMAD solver gives a deterministic solution (i.e., different independent runs of the algorithm yield the same solution), while the HOPSPACK solver gives a non-deterministic solution (i.e., different independent runs of the algorithm might yield different solutions). So first, we solved the test problems using the NOMAD solver and then compare with the HOPSPACK solver solutions obtained by several independent runs.
Case Study
Before providing a summary of the results concerning all test problems, we focus on a single problem as a case study. Specifically, we discuss Road A, which is a short (358m) section of a forestry road. In Figure 7 , we visualize the initial baseline alignment, and the two optimized alignments (as solved by NOMAD and HOPSPACK). For the sake of visualization, Figure 7 also includes the contour lines of the terrain within the allowable corridor for Road A.
In Figure 7 , the initial baseline alignment for Road A is presented as a solid black line. Notice it goes exactly down the middle of the corridor. (This is not a required feature of the initial alignment, it is simply because the test problem data, provided by Softree Inc., happened to take this form.) The optimal vertical alignment for the baseline alignment of Road A cost $1897.
In Figure 7 , the optimized horizontal alignment for Road A, when computed using NOMAD as the DFO solver is presented as a dashed line. Recall that HOSPACK in non-deterministic, and so HOPSPACK was run five times on each test problem. In Figure 7 , the first of these five optimized horizontal alignments when computed using HOPSPACK is presented as a dotted line. The optimal vertical alignment for the horizontal alignment created using NOMAD costs $1361, and the optimal vertical alignment for the horizontal alignment created using HOPSPACK costs $1291. Both of these represent significant savings over the original cost. In particular, the percentage savings can be computed as 1897 − 1361 1897 100% = 28.3% and 1897 − 1291 1897 100% = 31.9%.
Summary results for all test problems
We now turn our attention to an aggregate analysis of the all test problems. Table 2 shows the cost improvement of the objective functions, the number of black-box evaluation and wall-clock time required to solve the test problems using the NOMAD solver. Note that a candidate alignment that falls outside the corridor counts as a function call but does not require solving a MILP, which explains that road C and D require similar time to solve with Road D having double the number of function calls. The cost improvements range from 11% to 54% with an average of 27%. While the wall-clock times for some problems are high, the construction of a new road can take years. As such, the used computer time (which could be run over night) is not unreasonable given the average saving in final costs. Table 2 : Cost improvement, no. of black-box evaluations and wall-clock time required to solve the test problems by the NOMAD solver. Table 3 lists the optimum values of the objective functions and the number of black-box evaluations required to obtain the solution for five independent executions of the HOPSPACK solver for each test problem. The differences in the optimum objective function values are calculated with respect to the value obtained by the NOMAD solver. So in Table 3 , a "+" value in the Diff. in costs column (i.e., difference in optimum costs obtained by the two solvers) indicates the HOPSPACK solver yields a better solution than the NOMAD solver and a " − " value indicates the opposite. Similarly, we also calculated the difference in number of black-box evaluations with respect to the number of black-box evaluations required by the NOMAD solver. So in Table 3 , a " + " value the Diff. in black-box eval column (i.e., differences in no. of black-box evaluations) indicates the HOPSPACK solver required less black-box evaluations than the NOMAD solver and a " − " value indicates the opposite.
Combining the results obtained for the different roads listed in Table 3 , we make an overall comparison between the two solvers. We observed that the HOPSPACK solver might yield a better or a worse solution than the solution obtained by the NOMAD solver. Thus, considering the tolerance of the difference in the optimum objective values obtained by the two solver, we count the number of times a solver wins with respect to the other solver. Table 4 shows the comparison of the solvers for different tolerance values of the difference in the optimum objective values. The x% tolerance of the difference in optimum objective values means if the optimum objective values obtained by the two solvers are in between −x% to +x%, then the solvers yield the same solution (i.e., the two solvers tie), otherwise a positive percentage value indicates the HOPSPACK solver wins and a negative percentage value indicates the NOMAD solver wins.
In Table 4 , we see that if the tolerance of difference in the optimum objective value is ± 3% or above, then the two solver tie for more than 50% test runs (i.e., more than 13 test runs among 25 test runs). We can also observe that for any case of the tolerance change in the optimum objective function value, the difference in the number of times the NOMAD solver wins and the number of times the HOPSPACK solver wins is at most 2. So in terms of optimum objective values obtained by the two solvers, the performance of both solvers are roughly equivalent. In Table 3 , we can see that for all of the 25 test runs, the HOPSPACK solver required on average 78% less black-box evaluation than the NOMAD solver. So the HOPSPACK solver is roughly five time faster than the NOMAD solver to compute the optimum solution. 
Conclusion
Determining a good horizontal alignment is the first concern when designing a new road. In this paper, we model horizontal alignment using the geometric specifications which are used by engineers in practice. We further pursued a novel approach to address the horizontal alignment optimization problem. While most of the studies in the literature used heuristic based methods, we used a derivative-free optimization approach since it converges to a locally optimum solution. Our method obtains a horizontal alignment that is locally optimal and a vertical alignment that is globally optimal. On our road samples, this locally optimal solution was on average 27% cheaper than the solution provided by the engineers. As the solution of the optimization model yields a practical horizontal alignment that satisfies geometric specifications and engineering requirements, the results represents significant savings in the final design of a new road. Backward bends in a horizontal alignment (i.e., roads where the cheapest path from start to end requires moving away from the target destination for some portion of the horizontal alignment) are known to be a challenge to optimize [30, [31] . (Such behaviour is often referred to as backtracking.) However, our model can generate such alignments without difficult.
Although our proposed model works well for solving practical horizontal alignment optimization problems, it can be improved further for better precision and performance. In our model formulation, we considered that the cross sections in a corridor are fixed and taken corresponding to the baseline alignment. However, cross sections should be always perpendicular to a horizontal alignment. When a horizontal alignment is significantly different from the baseline alignment, a set of new cross sections should be generated to increase the precision before calculating the corresponding vertical road profile.
A surrogate cost function is an approximation of the original cost function which is cheaper to compute. Using a surrogate cost function might reduce the solution time required to get a solution. (The NOMAD solver can exploit the usage of a non-adaptive surrogate.)
In our model, we only consider the construction costs to formulate our cost function. In the future, land acquisition costs could be incorporated by considering the unit cost of a piece of land corresponding to two consecutive cross sections in a corridor. We can also include pavement costs.
Both solvers need an initial starting point to start the algorithms. Since solutions obtained by both solvers are locally optimum, we can use multiple starting points (i.e.; multiple initial alignments) to obtain a better solution quickly. How to choose multiple alternative good alignments in a specified corridor is the subject of active investigation.
During the optimization process, at each iteration, both of the derivative free optimization solvers solve a large number of vertical alignment optimization problems (i.e., large scale mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problems). At the earlier stage of the optimization process (i.e., when the mesh size is coarse) we can relax some of the parameters of the vertical alignment optimization problem to get an approximate cost and then at the later stage (i.e., when the mesh size becomes relatively small) we can tighten the parameters to get accurate costs. This policy might reduce the solution time significantly. We can also use a warm start of the vertical alignment optimization problem when the horizontal alignments are close to each other to accelerate the vertical alignment optimization process. So the interconnection between the derivative free optimization solver and the MILP solver can be a potential way to reduce the solution time.
A Vertical Alignment Optimization Model
In this appendix we give a very brief overview of the Quasi Network Flow (QNF) MILP used to solve the vertical alignment optimization subproblem. The model is fully described in [14] and we refer there for details and definitions. The following equations are only provided to convince the reader that the model is indeed a MILP.
The variables are f where P g (s) = a g,1 + a g,2 s + a g,3 s 2 by the offset value
The smoothness of the quadratic spline is enforced by P g−1 (s δ(g,1) ) = P g (s δ(g,1) ), ∀g ∈ G \ {1}, P g−1 (s δ(g,1) ) = P g (s δ (g,1) ) ∀g ∈ G \ {1}, while grade constraints involves the derivative of the spline g,1) ) ≤ G U , ∀g ∈ G \ {1}.
Other constraints include fixed point constraints, side-slopes constraints, block constraints, and bound constraints. All these constraints are linear but may involve binary variables. We refer to [14] for their explicit definition and expression.
